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A B S T R A C T

Extreme weather events represent one of the most visible and immediate hazards to society. Many of these
types of phenomena are projected to increase in intensity, duration or frequency as the climate warms. Of these
extreme winds are among the most damaging historically over Europe yet assessments of their future changes
remain fraught with uncertainty. This uncertainty arises due to both the rare nature of extreme wind events
and the fact that most model are unable to faithfully represent them. Here we take advantage of a 15 member
ensemble of high resolution Euro-CORDEX simulations (∼12 km) and investigate projected changes in extreme
winds using a peaks-over-threshold approach. Additionally we show that – despite lingering model deficiencies
and inadequate observational coverage – there is clear added value of the higher resolution simulations over
coarser resolution counterparts. Further, the spatial heterogeneity and highly localised nature is well captured.
Effects such as orographic interactions, drag due to urban areas, and even individual storm tracks over the
oceans are clearly visible. As such future changes also exhibit strong spatial heterogeneity. These results
emphasise the need for careful case-by-case treatment of extreme wind analysis, especially when done in
a climate adaptation or decision making context. However, for more general assessments the picture is more
clear with increases in the return period (i.e. more frequent) extreme episodes projected for Northern, Central
and Southern Europe throughout the 21st century. While models continue to improve in their representation
of extreme winds, improved observational coverage is desperately needed to obtain more robust assessments
of extreme winds over Europe and elsewhere.
1. Introduction

The world has steadily warmed over the last 50 years, with most of
the observed warming very likely caused by the anthropogenic emission
of green house gasses (Myhre et al., 2013). The rise in global tempera-
tures and associated impacts represent one of the greatest threats facing
mankind. In particular, changes in the magnitude and frequency of
extreme events are among the most concerning of these (Beniston et al.,
2007; Forzieri et al., 2016). Since the start of the 21st century, Europe
has experienced numerous catastrophic extreme events, including the
heat waves of 2003 and 2010 (Beniston, 2004; Robine et al., 2008;
Grumm, 2011), which together resulted in over one hundred thousand
fatalities (MunichRE, 2020); the vast floods of 2002 and 2013 (Ulbrich
et al., 2003; Grams et al., 2014), which caused over twenty-five billion
euros in combined damage (MunichRE, 2020); and the cold wave of
2005–2006 (Scaife and Knight, 2008), which brought some of the
coldest winter temperatures to Europe in recent decades and nearly a
billion euros in crop damages.
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Despite the losses caused by these types of extreme events, it is
extreme winds that regularly cause the largest economic damage to
Europe. The international reinsurance group, MunichRe, estimates that
approximately 60% of insured losses during the period of 2000–2018
were due to meteorological events, primarily extreme winds (Mu-
nichRe, 2011; MunichRE, 2020). Apart from the insurance industry,
other business sectors also rely on knowledge of extreme winds. Safe
design and construction of large buildings and infrastructure depend
upon accurate estimates of extreme winds. Such estimates are also
important for afforestation since physiological and mechanical ef-
fects of intense winds control growth and survival of newly planted
trees (Quine, 2013). Wind power is another sector that relies upon
good knowledge of extremes winds, both to avoid damage to wind tur-
bines, but also to minimise cut-out, where the turbines stop producing
electricity if the wind speed is too high. Given the growing needs of
these industries, and the damage and loss of life extreme winds can
cause, robust and reliable assessments of the frequency and intensity
of extreme wind events are of growing importance for society.
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Previous studies have examined the climatology of extreme winds
in reanalyses. Della-Marta et al. (2009) examined extreme winds in
the ERA40 reanalysis produced by the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). They used the 10-metre wind
speed and wind gusts in their analysis. However. wind gusts in ERA-
40 are derived from a parameterisation and are unrealistic, especially
in coastal regions and close to topography. One issue with examining
winds directly in reanalysis is that, since turbulent energy cascades
from larger scales to smaller scales, extreme winds are a local-scale
effect. This means that in order to capture extreme winds, a high
horizontal resolution is required. When a lower resolution is used, any
intense wind that might occur is effectively averaged out over the
grid box, thereby producing lower wind speeds. The ERA40 reanalysis
examined by Della-Marta et al. (2009) has a resolution of only 1.125◦,
quivalent to a grid spacing approximately 125 km, which is unsuitable
or capturing extreme winds over complex terrain.

Some studies have used an alternative approach to utilising the wind
peeds directly. Instead, they determine the geostrophic wind speed
ased on the mean sea level pressure. Donat et al. (2016) examined
oth wind speeds and MSLP in ERA40, the NOAA 20th century and
he NCEP reanalyses, however these reanalyses all have relatively
oarse resolutions. While this allowed Donat et al. (2016) to determine
road trends in storminess over large regions, it was insufficient for
dentifying fine details of extreme winds over Europe. A similar ap-
roach was also used by Wang et al. (2011) but for observations from
wenty meteorological stations, and similar trends in storminess were
etermined for large regions.

The second major problem that underlies many extreme wind stud-
es that use reanalysis and observations stems from the temporal sam-
ling of winds. The 10-metre wind speed or MSLP used in these studies
re instantaneous values output at six hour intervals. Some stations
n the Wang et al. (2011) study provided outputs at three hourly
ntervals, as do the newer generation of reanalyses. Since it is highly
nlikely that the peak winds will occur at the instant of sampling, this
pproach ensures that the highest wind speeds are missed and hence
he extreme winds are underestimated. Taking six-hourly samples of
en-minute winds results in an underestimation of the extreme events
y approximately 15% (Larsen and Mann, 2006).

More recent studies have focused on the assessment of extreme
inds in regional climate models (RCMs). These are used to dynam-

cally downscale both reanalyses and climate models to much higher
patial resolutions. Since RCMs are also used to downscale climate mod-
ls, they can provide some insight into future changes of extreme winds
y downscaling both historical and future projections from the climate
odels. One issue with RCMs is that they have been shown to underes-

imate wind speeds when compared to observations (Kunz et al., 2010),
owever as the horizontal resolution of RCMs has increased, this gap
as narrowed (Hewson and Neu, 2015).

Early studies examined the regional simulations produced by the
rediction of Regional Scenarios and Uncertainties for Defining Euro-
ean Climate Change Risks and Effects (PRUDENCE, EU FP5 project)
roject (Beniston et al., 2007; Rockel and Woth, 2007; Schwierz et al.,
010). The simulations in PRUDENCE had a horizontal resolution of 50
m. These studies examined the change between an historical period
f 1961–1990 and a future period of 2071–2100. To identify extreme
inds, they looked at the 95th, 98th, and 99th percentiles of 10-metre
ind speed. All three studies showed a projected increase in winds

peeds over Northern Europe with decreased wind speeds over the
editerranean between the two periods.

Subsequent studies examined the output from the successor to
RUDENCE, the Ensemble-Based Predictions of Climate Changes and
heir Impacts (ENSEMBLES, EU FP6 project) project (Donat et al.,
011; Pryor et al., 2012; Outten and Esau, 2013). The ENSEMBLES
imulations were produced with a horizontal grid spacing of 25 km,
llowing for the first time some of the details of extreme wind spatial
2

istributions to be identified. Also, the RCMs in ENSEMBLES output r
he maximum daily wind speed. This is the highest wind speed that
ccurs during any time step of the day, hence greatly reducing the
ampling problem. Donat et al. (2011) examined the 98th percentile
f wind speeds, while Pryor et al. (2012) and Outten and Esau (2013)
oth examined the 50-year return levels of wind. All three showed a
rojected increase in wind speed over Northern Europe, with Donat
t al. (2011) and Outten and Esau (2013) showing a projected decrease
n extreme winds over the Mediterranean. In all cases, the largest
hanges were found over the ocean, with changes over land being
lassified as ‘spotty’ or non-consistent between individual simulations,
imilar to the findings of other studies (e.g. Nikulin et al., 2011). It
hould be noted that Donat et al. (2011) examined fourteen simulations
rom the ENSEMBLES project, while Pryor et al. (2012) and Outten
nd Esau (2013) examined two and four respectively. One reason for
he smaller number of simulations examined in the Pryor et al. (2012)
nd Outten and Esau (2013) studies was the computational demand of
erforming extreme value analysis to derive the 50-year return levels.

As is clear from the studies discussed here, extreme winds are
ssessed in a variety of ways. Reviews of the different methodologies
re given in Palutikof et al. (1999) and Perrin et al. (2006). The simplest
pproach is to examine a high percentile of the wind speeds available
n the data, for example, the 99th percentile. However this is limited
o only the data included in the data set and does not lend itself to
xtrapolation. More common when assessing extreme events is to fit a
tatistical distribution to the data, which accounts for the non-linear
ature of wind speeds. A commonly used approached is the so-called
eibull method, where a Weibull distribution is fitted to the wind

peeds (e.g. Quine, 2013; Lun and Lam, 2000; Koh et al., 2011). As
ell as assuming the wind speeds are distributed according to a Weibull
istribution, this approach fits the distribution to all of the data. Thus,
he upper tail of the distribution which describes the extremes, is based
n the fit to the bulk of the data, which is not extreme.

Fortunately, there is a branch of mathematics called Extreme Value
nalysis (EVA) that deals with extreme distributions and determin-

ng the probability of an event occurring that is more extreme than
ny previously observed. EVA has gained increasing use in climate
cience over the past decade. EVA includes two basic approaches for
etermining extremes. The first is the block maxima method. This is
ased on the Fisher–Tippett theorem that states that the maxima of
ultiple samples (blocks) of independent, identically distributed data
ill converge to one of three classic distributions: the Gumbel, the
réchet, or the Weibull distribution (Fisher and Tippett, 1928; Gumbel,
958). These three distribution can all be described by the single
eneralised Extreme Value (GEV) distribution. The main weakness of

he block maxima approach is that only the maximum value in each
lock is included in the analysis. This wastes a large amount of data,
esults in small samples and ignores multiple extreme events occurring
ithin a single block.

The second approach in EVA is based on the Pickands–Balkema–
e Haan theorem which states that the distribution of exceedances
ver a suitably chosen threshold will converge to a Generalised Pareto
istribution (GPD; Balkema and de Hann, 1974; Pickands, 1975). This

s often called the peaks over threshold (POT) approach, and has
he advantage of extracting a greater number of extreme events than
he block maxima method, thus reducing the sample uncertainty by
ncreasing the sample size. The POT has the disadvantage that the
hreshold needs to be carefully selected, a requirement that the GEV
ethod does not have. A more complete review of EVA methods is

iven in Coles (2001).
In this study, we apply the POT approach to determine different

eturn levels of extreme wind events, based on the daily maximum
ind speed from and ensemble of fifteen Euro-CORDEX simulations,
hich have a grid spacing of ∼12 km. We examine the details of

he spatial distribution of extremes winds made possible by this high
orizontal resolution, demonstrate the improvements over the lower

esolution simulations of Euro-CORDEX, and investigate the future
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changes projected by different GCM-RCM combinations for three future
periods. The data and methods used are presented in Sections 2 and 3
respectively, with results for the historical and future periods given in
Sections 4 and 5. A discussion and conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. Source data

The data examined in this work comes from the ensemble of sim-
ulations created for the European domain as part of the Coordinated
Regional Downscaling Experiment (Euro-CORDEX), a major project
of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP). The CORDEX
project protocol defined thirteen additional domains covering all land
areas of the world (Giorgi and Gutowski, 2015). The Euro-CORDEX
protocol required participating institutes to employ their respective
Regional Climate Models (RCMs) to each downscale output from one or
more global climate models (GCMs) of the Fifth Phase of the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Jacob et al., 2020). The CMIP5
experiments chosen for downscaling were the Historical and three
projections forced by different Representative Concentration Pathway
scenarios (RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5; van Vuuren et al., 2011). This
approach produced multiple downscaled simulations of each available
GCM with different RCMs for each of the scenario experiments. Despite
the spareness of the RCM-GCM matrix this allows for great intercom-
parison of the roles and impacts of the different GCMs and RCMs on
shaping the simulated regional climate. However, due to limitations in
resources and data availability, not all GCMs were downscaled with all
RCMs.

Here we examine fifteen of the simulations from the Euro-CORDEX
ensemble, the branch of CORDEX focused on the European domain.
These were chosen based on the availability of completed simulations
with the required variables for both the Historical and RCP8.5 scenario
experiments. The simulations examined in this study are listed in
Table 1. They are all on a common domain covering Europe with
a horizontal resolution of 0.11◦(approximately 12.5 km). Four 30-
ear time-slices were selected for analysis, one from the end of the
istorical experiment (1976–2005) and three from the future scenario
xperiments covering the near future (2011–2040), mid-century (2041–
070), and far future (2071–2100). Hereafter, these are referred to
s the Historical, Near, Mid, and Far periods respectively. The time-
lice length of 30 years was selected as a compromise between being
ong enough to provide sufficient data to produce acceptable estimates
f return events and being short enough as to satisfy the identical
istribution criteria required to apply EVA. This choice of time-slice
ength also maximises comparability with those studies because it has
een commonly used in many previous works Beniston et al. (e.g.
007), Outten and Esau (e.g. 2013), Schwierz et al. (e.g. 2010). Since
he focus of the work in on extreme winds, the variable analysed is the
aily maximum 10 metre wind speed.

. Methods

The peaks over threshold (POT) method was selected for determin-
ng the return levels of extreme events in this study. The POT approach
its a Generalised Pareto Distribution (GPD) to the exceedances over a
uitably chosen threshold. If the threshold is too low, the exceedances
roduced cannot be considered extreme and the GPD is not suitable for
itting. This results in biases being introduced (Van de Vyver and Del-
loo, 2011). However, if the threshold is too high, very few exceedences
re produced leading to increased variance in the parameter estimation.
commonly used approach to determine a suitable threshold is to use
plot of sample mean excess (SME). However, the threshold must be

stimated from the SME plot by eye, which is a significant shortcoming.
epeating this procedure for each grid point in a single model domain is

mpractical, and there is no widely accepted methodology for automat-
ng the procedure for identifying thresholds. In this study, we utilise
3

simple approach previously employed in Outten and Esau (2013). t
The threshold for each grid point is selected as the lowest annual
maxima wind speed in that grid point. This guarantees a minimum of
30 exceedances for 30 years of data. In practice, this approach resulted
in approximately 40 to 500 exceedances for the Historical period,
depending upon grid point and model. This means the exceedances
were the top 0.3% to 3.6% of the wind speeds at any given grid point,
with the mean percentage of exceedances across the grid points being
less than 0.98% in every model. While this method does not guarantee
that a threshold is suitably chosen at every grid point, it does hold for
the majority of the domain. Some of the isolated locations where this
method breaks down are visible in the maps of return levels as isolated
grid points exhibiting either very high or very low wind speeds.

After selecting the exceedances, a simple declustering method was
applied to ensure the independence of the extremes. This is a require-
ment for many statistical methods, including the POT method, and
when combined with the identically distributed requirement discussed
earlier, it is often referred to as the independent identically distributed
(i.i.d.) criteria. The declustering method isolates the highest peak from
any others occurring within two days on either side of the maximum,
thus ensuring that each extreme is isolated from any other by at least
48 h. On rare occasions, it was found that two peaks could occur
within 48 h of one another with exactly the same wind speed, most
likely due to some rounding of values occurring during the production,
post-processing, or analysis of these data. In these rare cases, the
declustering method was found to ignore both points since neither was
greater than the other. To resolve this, small random fluctuations of
magnitudes up to 0.0001 ms−1 were added to the peaks. The largest
peak was then retained and the fluctuations were subtracted to restore
the original wind speed. Finally, a maximum likelihood estimation
method was used to fit a GPD to the resulting exceedances. The
cumulative distribution function for the GPD is given by:

𝐻(𝑦) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

1 − (1 + 𝜉𝑦
𝜎 )

−1
𝜉 for 𝜉 ≠ 0

0 for 𝜉 = 0
(1)

here 𝜉 is the shape parameter and 𝜎 is the scale parameter. The
PD corresponds to the exponential, ordinary Pareto, and Pareto II

ype distributions where 𝜉 = 0, 𝜉 < 0, and 𝜉 > 0 respectively. For a
uitably chosen threshold, the number of exceedances can be assumed
o approximate a Poisson distribution with parameter 𝜆.

From the fitted GPD, the 𝑇 year return event, 𝑈𝑇 , is an event
or quantile) which on average is only exceeded once every 𝑇 years,

but more precisely is the wind that occurs in each single year with a
probability of 1

𝑇 adjusted for the number of exceedances occurring each
year, as given by 𝜆. The 𝑇 year return event can be calculated from

𝑈𝑇 =

{

𝑢 + 𝜎
𝜉

[

(𝜆𝑇 )𝜉 − 1
]

for 𝜉 ≠ 0

𝑢 + 𝜎𝑙𝑛(𝜆𝑇 ) for 𝜉 = 0
(2)

In this work, return wind speeds were determined for periods of
, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, and 100 years. While these various return
ind speeds will be used when discussing future changes, much of

he following results focus on the 30-year return level of wind speeds.
he 30-year return level is selected here as it provides a good example
f an extreme event without being so rare as to be too far into the
ail of the distribution. It also provides good comparability with other
tudies that have also used 30-year return level. Where uncertainties in
he derived return winds are given, they are estimated using a profile
ikelihood approach, although a bootstrapping approach was also tested
sing 1000-member ensemble create with random re-sampling.

. Extreme winds in Euro-CORDEX

We start the assessment of extreme winds at a single grid point in
single simulation in our Historical period. Here we have selected
he grid point closest to the city of Bergen, Norway, in the RCA4
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Table 1
List of Euro-CORDEX simulations used in this study, with the respective modelling centre, global climate model downscaled, regional climate
model, and abbreviated simulation name.

Institution Global model Regional model Short name

CLM Community - BTU Cottbus CNRM-CM5-LR CCLM4-8–17 CLMcom_CNRM
CLM Community - BTU Cottbus EC-EARTH CCLM4-8–17 CLMcom_ICHEC
CLM Community - ETH Zurich HadGEM2-ES CCLM4-8–17 CLMcom_MOHC
CLM Community - BTU Cottbus MPI-ESM-LR CCLM4-8–17 CLMcom_MPI
Danish Meteorological Institute HadGEM2-ES HIRHAM5v1 DMI_MOHC
Danish Meteorological Institute NorESM1-M HIRHAM5v2 DMI_NorESM
Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l’Environnement IPSL-CM5A-MR WRF331F IPSL_IPSL
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute EC-EARTH RACMO22E KNMI_ICHEC
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute HadGEM2-ES RACMO22E KNMI_MOHC
Max Plank Institute MPI-ESM-LR REMO2009 MPI_MPI
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute CNRM-CM5-LR RCA4 SMHI_CNRM
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute EC-EARTH RCA4 SMHI_ICHEC
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute IPSL-CM5A-MR RCA4 SMHI_IPSL
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute HadGEM2-ES RCA4 SMHI_MOHC
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute MPI-ESM-LR RCA4 SMHI_MPI
simulation driven by the EC-Earth model (SMHI_ICHEC). The curve
of the GPD is fitted to the exceedances over the threshold and the
return wind speeds at various levels are found (Fig. 1). In this model,
the 10-year and 100-year return events are 20.8 ms−1 and 22.3 ms−1

respectively, a difference of only 1.5 ms−1. The confidence interval
on these return winds are 20.1 to 22.1 ms−1 and 21.2 to 25.3 ms−1

respectively. When we compare this fitted GPD curve to those of the
fourteen other simulations for the same grid point (Fig. 1), the spread
between the different simulations becomes clear. The 30-year return
wind speed varies between 12.9 ms−1 in CCLM driven by the CNRM
climate model (CLMCom_CNRM) and 28.3 ms−1 in HIRHAM5 driven
by the Norwegian Earth System model (DMI_NorESM), with confidence
intervals of 12.5 to 14.1 ms−1 and 26.8 to 33.0 ms−1 respectively. This
means the inter-simulation range, i.e. from the model with the lowest
value to the model with the largest value, is 15.4 ms−1, or more than
an order of magnitude greater than the difference between the 10-
year and 100-year return level events in the SMHI_ICHEC simulation.
This matches with previous findings of Outten and Esau (2013) who
found that the greatest uncertainty was from the disagreement between
models.

Examining the curves in Fig. 1, it is clear that there is some distinct
grouping of the curves based on the RCM employed. Most apparent are
the CLMcom simulations which all show far lower values than any of
the others. Similarly, the DMI and IPSL simulations appear distinctly
higher than any others. Removing these from consideration, the range
between the remaining eight simulations reduces to 1.6 ms−1. This
is no indication that the remaining eight models are somehow more
accurate since the choice of which models to remove for this example
is subjective, however, the reason for this grouping based on RCM and
the large range between the simulations for this particular grid point,
becomes clear when placed in the broader context of extreme winds
across Europe.

Once again we examine the single simulations of SMHI_ICHEC, still
for our Historical period, but now focusing on just the 30-year return
level wind speed but for all grid points in the domain (Fig. 2). The most
striking feature is the land–sea contrast, with most of mainland Europe
exhibiting 30-year return wind speeds of around 15 ms−1, while the
North Atlantic, including the North and Nordic seas, are closer to 30
ms−1. The inland seas, including the Mediterranean, Black, and Baltic
Seas, are relatively sheltered by the surrounding land and show 30-year
return wind speeds of around 25 ms−1. Thanks to the high resolution
of these Euro-CORDEX simulations, far more details of the distribution
of extreme winds are visible than was the case in previous generations
(such as the ENSEMBLES project).

First, SMHI_ICHEC appears to have higher wind speeds around
mountain ranges, such as the Scandes mountains, the Alps (especially
between Italy and France), the Pyrenees between France and Spain,
4

and the High Atlas mountains in Morocco. Even the Scottish Highlands
in the U.K. exhibit a distinct peak in wind speeds. Some details of
these mountain ranges are directly visible in the distribution of 30-
year return wind speeds, such as the impacts of individual valleys
in the Norwegian mountains that act as channels(shelters) on the
windward(leeward) sides of the mountains. Second, while the lower
frictional drag of the sea surface results in higher wind speeds over the
sea than land, extreme winds at a given location are often the result
of the passing of specific storms. In a thirty year time slice, such as
our Historical period, the 30-year return level wind speed can easily
be determined by the passage of a single storm. This effect is clearly
visible over the North Atlantic, and even in the Mediterranean, where
paths of individual, intense storms are visible as tracks of particularly
high 30-year return wind speeds.

Third, the presence of cities causes increased drag on the atmo-
sphere, reducing wind speeds, especially the extremes. While this effect
is present across Europe, it is difficult to distinguish. However, due to
the flatness and exposure of the U.K., the drag effect of major cities is
clearly shown. Over much of the U.K., the 30-year return wind speed is
around 23 ms−1, but this drops to around 15 to 18 ms−1 in small regions
over London, Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Sheffield, Nottingham,
Newcastle, and Glasgow. Some of these cities are around the same size
as a single grid point in the model domain, but their drag affects the
wind speeds in surrounding grid boxes as well, making them visible.

Fig. 2 has a small number of individual grid points which appear to
have anomalously high or low 30-year return wind speeds compared
to the surroundings (the effect is especially clear over Finland and
Northern Russia). These are locations where the chosen threshold was
inappropriate and the derived extreme winds are not realistic. There is
currently no widely accepted, robust method for automatically select-
ing a suitable threshold. However, since the GPD is fitted to each grid
cell individually, the impacts of the few locations where the threshold
is inappropriate are limited to individual grid cells and they have no
effect on surrounding grid points or the broader picture.

By comparing similar plots of 30-year return wind speeds across
Europe for all fifteen simulations, we are in a position to undertake
some model intercomparison to identify the effects of both the regional
and global models (Fig. 3). Each of these plots is shown individually as
in Fig. 2 in the Supplementary Material.

The four CLMcom simulations all have consistently lower wind
speeds over the mountain ranges compared to the others, while the
five SMHI simulations all have consistently higher wind speeds over
the same locations. The differences are likely due to how the different
RCMs treat the effects of mountains, most likely due to differences
in their roughness lengths or orographic blocking schemes over this
terrain type. The grid point closest to the city of Bergen, Norway is
located close to the Norwegian mountains, so this difference between
the RCMs is responsible for the wide spread seen in Fig. 1. In both

the SMHI and CLMcom simulations the effects of the mountains are
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Fig. 1. Left: GPD curve (blue) fitted to exceedances (grey bars) of maximum daily wind speed for the grid point closest to the city of Bergen, Norway in SMHI_ICHEC. This is for
our historical period (1976–2005). The return wind speed at the 10, 20, 30, 50, and 100 year levels are marked (black). Right: Comparison of the curves of the fitted GPDs in
all fifteen downscalings.
Fig. 2. 30-year return wind speed for our historical period (1976–2005) over the Euro-CORDEX domain in the SMHI_ICHEC downscaling based on GPD fitted to exceedances of
daily maximum wind speed. Units are ms−1.
generally only visible for the highest mountain ranges (e.g. High Atlas
and not the entire Atlas mountain range). However, the effect is so
much greater in the IPSL RCM, which produces much higher wind
speeds around orography, that all the mountain ranges in Europe are
clearly visible in the IPSL_IPSL plot in Fig. 3 (and in Figure S7 in the
Supplementary material, which shows just the IPSL_IPSL plot). This
leads to higher extreme winds in the IPSL simulation across most of the
Alps, the numerous Sierras of Spain, the Atlas mountain chain across
Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia, the Carpathian Mountains in Slovakia
and Romania, the mountains of the eastern Adriatic countries, and
Taurus mountains of Turkey.

A similar effect is also apparent in the DMI simulations, which
appear to have a very low roughness length over water and thus much
greater wind speeds over water compared to the other RCMs. There is a
distinct difference in the representation of winds over mountains in the
DMI downscalings of HadGEM2-ES and NorESM, most clearly visible
5

over the Alps, due to changes between version 1 and 2 of the HIRHAM5
model respectively. Although difficult to see in detail, Fig. 3 also shows
that the drag effect of cities is related to the RCM. The CLMcom
simulations show lower wind speeds mostly limited to over major cities,
very similar to what is seen in the SMHI simulations (e.g. Fig. 2). A
very different picture is observed in the KNMI simulations, which show
no visible decrease in the extreme winds over cities. This can be seen
more clearly when comparing the extreme winds over the U.K only
(Supplemental Figure S16).

Knowing and appreciating these differences between the RCMs is
important when undertaking any study using these models. However,
this becomes even more important as simulations such as these are
being increasingly used in making assessments of extreme events for
adaptation planning. For example, when planning large construction on
the outskirts of a city, estimates of extreme winds from the KNMI model
may be inappropriate to use. It may produce extreme winds estimates
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Fig. 3. 30-year return wind speed for our historical period (1976–2005) over the Euro-CORDEX domain in all fifteen simulations based on GPD fitted to exceedances of daily
maximum wind speed. Units are ms−1.
comparable to what is observed, but it would be doing so for the wrong
reasons if the model is underestimating or completely lacking the drag
caused by the city itself, as suggested by Fig. 3.

More subtle but still present are the impacts of the driving GCMs.
As small scale variations in the land surface greatly impact the wind
speeds, the effects of the GCMs are most clearly visible over the seas,
especially the North Atlantic. For this we focus on three RCM-GCM
pairs from the CLMcom, KNMI, and SMHI RCMs, where each pair
downscaled the EC-EARTH and HadGEM2-ES GCMs (ICHEC and MOHC
respectively). In all three pairs, the downscaling of the MOHC model
shows generally higher wind speeds over the North Atlantic compared
to the downscaling of the ICHEC model, due to the higher wind speeds
coming from the global model. Despite being attenuated by the RCMs,
the differences from the GCMs are still present over land, and may
be identifiable over coastal regions, especially over the U.K. However,
with so few comparisons in this fifteen member ensemble where the
same GCM is downscaled by multiple RCMs, there is insufficient infor-
mation upon which to base a more rigorous assessment of the impacts
of the GCMs. This issue can potentially be investigated in more detail
thanks to the recent growth of the Euro-CORDEX ensemble (Coppola
et al., 2021; Vautard et al.).

One final feature regarding the wind speeds over the seas are the
previously mentioned paths of storms, visible as tracks of higher 30-
year return wind speeds in Fig. 3. There appears to be no consistency in
the location or intensity of the tracks between simulations using either
the same RCM or the same GCM. Intense storms will be passed from
the GCM to the RCM through the boundary conditions, so this lack of
consistency indicates that an intense storm entering the domain from
the GCM does not necessarily result in an intense storm in the RCM. The
fact that the storm tracks and intensities do not align perfectly arises
in part due to the freely evolving atmosphere and large domain of the
6

RCMs, and in part due to the smooth SSTs inherited from the coupled
AOGCMs, which are uncoupled in the RCM.

Finally, we examine the importance of resolution on reproducing
extreme winds. Most CORDEX simulations are run at a standard reso-
lution of 0.44◦(approximately 50 km). Euro-CORDEX simulations also
targeted the higher resolution examined here of 0.11◦, or approxi-
mately 12.5 km. Fig. 4 compares the 30-year return wind speed in the
SMHI_ICHEC simulations at these different resolutions. The left plot is
the 0.11◦simulations (previously shown in Fig. 2), the right plot is the
0.44◦resolution simulations and the centre plot is the high resolution
simulation interpolated (upscaled) onto the 0.44◦resolution horizontal
grid. If the increased resolution had little impact on the extreme winds
produced, the upscaled plot would be very similar to the low resolution
plot. However, there are numerous striking differences.

The magnitude of the extreme winds is generally higher across the
whole domain in the upscaled plot compared to the lower resolution
plot. The winds are far more heterogeneous over the land, with the
impacts of coastal region, mountains, cities, and other land-surface
types having a much stronger influence due to the higher resolution of
the underlying simulation. Mountainous regions not only show higher
wind speeds and larger areas of influence, but presence and effect of
individual valleys is still visible in the upscaled plot (e.g. Norwegian
mountains). Perhaps most striking though are the differences over
water. Over the seas, most of the finer scale structures are completely
missing from the low resolution downscaling. This is especially obvious
over the Mediterranean where all the structure is lost and the extreme
winds are around 5 ms−1 lower. This plot clearly demonstrates the
added value of the higher resolution simulations, and raises serious
concerns for assessing extreme winds in any simulations over other
CORDEX domains where only the lower resolution simulations are
available.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the 30-year return wind speed for our historical period in the SMHI_ICHEC downscalings on the 0.44 degree resolution (left) and the 0.11 degree resolution
(right) Euro-CORDEX domains. The 0.11◦resolution is also shown interpolated (upscaled) onto the 0.44◦resolution grid (middle). Units are ms−1.
5. Projected future changes in extreme winds

We now examine the extreme winds in the Near (2011–2040), Mid
(2041–2070) and Far (2071–20100) future time slices. These are shown
for all models in Supplemental Figures S17, S18, and S19 for the Near,
Mid, and Far future periods respectively, in a similar format to Fig. 3.

Given the spread between the different RCMs as discussed in the
previous section, and shown in Figs. 1 and 3, the Historical and Future
extreme winds are first compared in an ensemble consisting of only
the five SMHI simulations (bottom row of Fig. 3). The range of 30-year
return wind speed between the SMHI downscalings in the Historical
period is between 1 and 2 ms−1 over much of the land, rising to around
4 to 5 ms−1 in some mountainous and coastal areas (Fig. 5). The range
over the sea is far greater in isolated locations. However, since the ex-
treme winds over the seas are strongly tied to the passage of individual
storms, these locations showing large ranges only serve to highlight the
differences in the positions of storm tracks between the simulations.

The mean change between the Historical and Future time slices in
the SMHI simulations is around ±1 ms−1 over much of the land, with
few locations reaching ±2 ms−1 (e.g. the Scandes Mountains, Alps).
Changes over the seas, especially over the Mediterranean, are larger,
but again this is mostly a reflection of the differences in the positions
of intense storms that are responsible for extreme winds. Large changes
are seen over the Saharan Desert, and these consistently increase going
into the future. In general though, as noted in previous studies (e.g.
Outten and Esau, 2013), the future change in extreme winds is com-
parable or smaller than the range between the simulations in the
Historical period. A similar comparison was undertaken using all fifteen
ensemble members (see Supplementary Material, Figure S20), and as
expected, the future changes are slightly lower and more homogeneous
due to the averaging across a larger ensemble, and the Historical range
was far greater, especially over the mountainous regions.

Focusing on a highly non-homogeneous country, such as Norway,
it is clear that the spatial differences in extreme winds are larger
than the ensemble mean changes from one future time slice to the
next (Fig. 6). While the future changes in extreme winds are small in
almost all locations, these represent subtle changes to the upper tail
of the distribution. An alternative approach to investigate the effects
of such changes is to consider the changes in return frequencies of the
extreme events. The bottom row of Fig. 6 shows the return frequency
in years, of events with the same magnitude as the 30-year event in
the Historical period. Lower values (i.e. <30) indicate that these events
occur more frequently in the future. A few locations across Norway
show consistently increasing or decreasing frequency in extreme winds,
however, the picture is very heterogeneous.

The spatial differences in the magnitudes of extreme winds and the
non-homogeneous changes in their frequencies both underscore the im-
portance of local context when assessing extreme winds for adaptation
7

planning at specific locations. However, the question remains, can we
make some general statements about future changes of extreme winds
across Europe projected by the Euro-CORDEX simulations?

In an attempt to answer this question, we divide the European
domain into three distinct regions: a Northern region mainly covering
Scandinavia and Scotland, a Central region covering Central Europe
and the southern U.K., and a Southern region covering the Mediter-
ranean (Fig. 7). These are separated at latitudes of 44◦N and 55◦N.
Since the primary interest in studying extreme winds is the impact they
have on society, we focus here on the extreme winds over land where
the bulk of society’s infrastructure is located, although extreme winds
over sea also affect society. The frequencies of the extreme wind events
over land are compared between the Historical period and the Near,
Mid, and Far Future periods, with the median taken for each region
across all 15 ensemble members (Fig. 7). For example, the median 70-
year return level wind in the Historical period in the Northern region,
is projected to have a return frequency of around 65 years in the Near
future period, 58 years in the Mid future period, and around 50 years
in the Far future period.

In all three regions, the frequency of return events consistently
increase across the Near, Mid, and Far future periods. The change
between the Historical and Near future periods is larger than between
any of the other future periods in every region. This is likely a result of
the changes arising from switching from Historical forcings to RCP8.5
forcings. The Southern region shows a much greater change in the
frequency of future extreme wind events, with an Historical 100-year
return event projected to occur with a frequency of around 58 years.
While this approach does provide us with an overview of the general
change in future extreme winds over Europe as projected by the models,
it is important to remember the heterogeneous nature of extreme winds,
especially when undertaking assessments for local-scale adaptation
planning.

6. Discussion and conclusions

In this work we have examined the extreme winds in fifteen high-
resolution (∼12 km grid spacing) simulations where multiple RCMs
have been used to downscale multiple GCMs. These RCM-GCM pairs
form a subset of the much larger Euro-CORDEX ensemble and constitute
what was available in 2018/19 when the study began. The extreme
events in our Euro-CORDEX subset were assessed using a peaks-over-
threshold approach with a GPD fitted to each grid point in each model.
Return levels and frequencies were then analysed. The high horizontal
resolution of the RCMs allows for realistic fine scale structure to be seen
in the extreme winds across Europe and over the surrounding oceans
and seas. The effects of individual mountain valleys, drag from cities,
and even storm tracks over the seas are all visible, and all have a strong
influence on the extreme winds on a local scale. Such details are absent
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Fig. 5. Range of the 30-year return wind speed between the five SMHI simulations for our historical period (top left) and their mean change from our historical to our near future
(top right), mid-future (bottom left), and far future (bottom right) periods. Units are ms−1.
Fig. 6. Median of 30-year return wind speed (top row) and change in frequency of 30-year return event (bottom row) across all 15 ensemble members for our near (left), mid
(middle), and far (right) future periods over Norway. Units are ms−1 for return wind speeds (top row) and years for frequency of return event (bottom row).
from previous dynamical downscaling efforts (e.g. ENSEMBLES, PRU-
DENCE) and are therefore missing from previous assessments (Donat
et al., 2011; Pryor et al., 2012; Outten and Esau, 2013).
8

The value of the higher resolution was most readily apparent when
compared to the 0.44◦horizontal resolution simulations also produced
under the Euro-CORDEX initiative (Fig. 4). These lower resolution
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Fig. 7. European domain divided into a Northern, Central, and Southern region (top left). Change in return frequency of different levels of return event for our historical period
compared to our near (red), mid (green), and far (blue) future period. The return frequencies are calculated as the median over land in the Northern (top right), Central (bottom
left), and Southern (bottom right) regions. Unites are ms−1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
simulations underestimated the structure and intensity of extreme
winds in coastal and mountainous regions, both regions where extreme
winds and their impacts are of critical importance. Perhaps more
surprising was the complete lack of extreme winds over the inland seas
in the coarse resolution simulations compared to their high resolution
counterparts. This shortcoming was especially pronounced over the
Mediterranean. Europe is unique in having such high resolution simula-
tions under the CORDEX initiative, with most other CORDEX domains
having only the standard 0.44◦resolution. More recently the CORDEX-
CORE simulations have aimed to cover all domains with a limited
set of RCM-GCM pairs at 0.22◦resolution (Remedio et al., 2019). This
resolution puts CORDEX-CORE on par with ENSEMBLES simulations so,
barring major advancements in the gust characterisations, it is unlikely
that extreme winds will be well-represented. The deficiencies described
here raise questions as to the value of the standard CORDEX resolution
simulations for assessing extreme winds elsewhere in the world.

The fine scale structure highlights the heterogeneity of the extreme
winds over land (Figs. 1–6). This underscores the need for assessments
of extreme winds to be done on the local-scale, on a case-by-case basis.
This is especially important when making assessments for adaptation
planning and decision-making, when broad sweeping conclusions in-
ferred from aggregated regional statistics could be misleading when
applied to individual locations.

However, such aggregated statistics do have a place (e.g. IPCC
reports, national assessments, regional assessments) and our analysis
clearly shows the upscaled added value the high resolution ensemble
provides (Fig. 4). In an attempt to make some overall assessment of
projected changes in future extreme winds, the 21st Century simula-
tions were divided into three time slices and the future change in the
frequencies of extreme wind events were assessed. This was averaged
over the fifteen high resolution ensemble members, and over land grid-
points for three regions of Europe; a Northern, Central, and Southern
9

region. All three regions showed an increase in occurrence of extreme
winds as we go further into the future (Fig. 7). For example, over
the Northern region an extreme wind that has a return frequency of
100 years in the Historical period is projected to occur with a frequency
of around 83 years in 2011–2040, 76 years in 2041–2070, and 67 years
during 2071–2100.

While previous studies also found projected increases in extreme
winds in RCMs over most of Europe, Donat et al. (2011) and Outten
and Esau (2013) both found projected decreases of extreme winds
over the Mediterranean. Our results suggest that the projections for
extreme winds over the Southern region may increase as we go into
the future. This is not an entirely fair comparison, however, as we
have examined future extreme winds only over the land, thus excluding
the Mediterranean Sea where the extreme winds are governed by the
passage of stochastically occurring storms (however, including the sea
does not substantively change our results). Whether the inconsistency
arises due to differences in resolution, analytical approach, driving
GCMs, or simply arises from sampling (see below) is not immediately
clear.

There are a few caveats to findings presented here that suggest
future research directions. The first is concerned with the assessment
of uncertainty in high-resolution climate simulations. The uncertainties
associated with the return wind estimates have only been calculated for
the single location of Bergen. The uncertainties are computationally
costly to calculate and while for any single grid point, this cost is
small, for the complete Euro-CORDEX domain consisting of 174,688
grid points, this quickly becomes impractical without access to HPC
and parallelised coding. However, just as the projected future changes
are small compared to the inter-model spread, so too would we expect
the uncertainties to be small compared to this spread, based on the
estimates for the Bergen location and the previous work of Outten
and Esau (2013). A second caveat is related to ensemble size. This
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study made use of a subset of the Euro-CORDEX simulations. The Euro-
CORDEX ensemble has experienced explosive growth in the past year
and now stands at over 55 members for RCP8.5 and 22 members for
RCP2.6 (see e.g. Coppola et al., 2021) and it is still growing. Therefore,
expanding our analysis to include a larger ensemble will be important
to test the robustness of the results, especially with respect to the
increases projected over southern Europe. We note that the increases
projected for Northern and Central Europe appear to be robust across
data sets, scenarios and resolutions. While increasing ensemble size
has some clear benefits it will also present additional challenges with
respect to the assessment of uncertainty.

Despite the progress made in assessing extreme winds with RCMs,
a number of outstanding issues remain. Some are well known and
relate to the assessment of any extreme event in an RCM. The GPD is
a distribution for assessing only the extremes and, like the GEV, the
tail of the distribution is very sensitive. Subtle changes in the data
result in subtle changes to the bulk of the distribution but much larger
changes in the upper tail, shifting the derived return levels. There
are no complete solutions to this problem, and it is a consequence
of attempting to assess events that are, by definition, rare. Using the
peaks-over-threshold approach instead of the block maxima greatly
increases the number of extreme events included in the assessment,
which helps to limit this sensitivity. Another issue is that RCMs are at
the end of a long chain, each link with potential sources of uncertainty,
including: socio-economic assumptions, projected emissions scenarios,
carbon cycle response and concentration projections, global climate
sensitivity estimates, and finally, global model errors and regional
climate model errors (Jones, 2000). New uncertainties are potentially
introduced into the final projections from the RCM with each stage of
this chain (Foley, 2010). However, this is not always the case as RCMs
have also been shown to systematically reduce GCM biases (Sørland
et al., 2018). For a review of RCMs including their limitations and
caveats, see for example, Rummukainen (2010).

By far the most critical outstanding problem is the lack of an accu-
rate observational data set against which to validate the models. Since
extreme winds are highly localised, even those stations that do record
the maximum observed daily wind speed are only representative of a
very small area around that station. This greatly limits the possibility
for creating a gridded data-set covering a large area such as Europe.
However, given the economic losses to extreme winds suffered by
Europe every year (MunichRe, 2011; MunichRE, 2020), the challenging
task of developing a gridded observational data-set of winds, and even
extreme winds, is a challenge worth tackling.
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